Rigging for Rescue, LLC
Avalanche Awareness & Rescue

Rigging for Rescue

®
___

technical ropework seminars and consulting
A SPECIALIZED WORKSHOP FOCUSING ON AVALANCHE AWARENESS AND RESCUE. Rigging for
Rescue’s home base of Ouray, Colorado is one of the most accessible backcountry skiing areas in the country.
Colorado's winter backcountry terrain is known for its highly variable and complex snowpack. Avalanche
professionals from all around the world come to the San Juan Mountains to study and learn about our nuanced
snowpack. Fortunately, there is an abundance of moderate ski terrain around Ouray offering the unique
opportunity to be traveling in a complex snowpack, while remaining in benign, low-hazard terrain.
The San Juan's generally hold great, cold snow throughout the winter months and into the spring. This provides
for good skiing conditions in addition to an excellent training environment for practicing avalanche rescue life
safety skills. Participants can expect to ski on fun, engaging terrain while working on movement skills and
avalanche rescue procedures required to be self-reliant in the winter backcountry environment.
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Topics and Techniques
The Avalanche Awareness and Rescue Workshop is a specialized training workshop focusing on the techniques
and subtleties of backcountry ski movement in and around avalanche terrain. Content includes:
-Avalanche Rescue procedures
-Avalanche Beacon Use
-Probing Techniques for buried partners
-Conveyor Belt Shoveling
-Terrain Recognition and Evaluation
-Hazard Mitigation
-Travel Techniques and Trip Planning
-Basic Snowpack Analysis
-Patient packaging for the winter environment
-Litter movement and skills on skis
-and much more

Optional Topics Include:
-Snow and Ice Anchor Placements
-Quicklook Anchor Testing
-Glacier Travel Techniques
-Crevasse Rescue
-Snowshoe Movement

The above list is not exhaustive, nor is it a checklist. One of the hallmark traits of a Rigging for Rescue program is
the flexible curriculum. The overall participant mix and their interests influence specific techniques & topics
covered. Each Rigging for Rescue seminar or workshop is a custom experience. All of the field training exercises
will be held in and around Ouray, Colorado and the surrounding San Juan Mountains.
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Fees and Logistics
# of Days
Fees

Five days on Contract
$1,695 per person; minimum of eight participants

Other

Two instructors will be provided along with all of the team gear. Participants
must provide their own PPE for on-snow travel. An equipment list will be
provided at the time of registration.
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